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When a current MMSA club member receives a level win at a MMSA shoot (defined as a shoot that club points are 
being given at) and it is their move-up to the next level (per CMSA rules), that person will have a choice of a buckle 
$125.00 value, or a cash award of $100.00.  The buckle must include your level, year, and either have the name of 
the shoot or MMSA. Member can then have whatever else they wish on the buckle. Member will be responsible for 
any cost of the buckle over $125.00.  Buckle orders must be placed through the designated club member, Michelle 
Johnson, and within 6 months of the move-up win.  
  
Buckles ordered directly by the member through CMSA or another vendor will not be paid for by the club.  In this  
event, the member will be given the cash award of $100.00.   
  
Go to www.cmsagear.com and click on the “Custom Buckles” box.  

  

Pick your buckle from the “Buckle and Spurs” pages.  

  

http://www.cmsagear.com/
http://www.cmsagear.com/
http://www.cmsagear.com/
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Each buckle will have a specific number of ribbons and each ribbon has a specific number of characters allowed, 
including spaces.  

This buckle has three ribbons along with a year.  All buckles will have a CMSA logo on them, you can choose the 
one you prefer for each buckle.  

  

Here is an example of how the buckle can be customized within the guidelines of Move Up Buckles at the 
beginning of this document.  
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Transfer this information to an email and email it to Michelle Johnson at mountedshooter71@outlook.com.  For 
example,  

Buckle #: 7543  
Figure/Logo: CMSA14F  

Background Color: Midnight Black  
Buckle Year: 2015  

Engraving Type:  Midnight Black  
Ribbon 1: Ladies Level 3 Move Up  

Ribbon 2: Deb Powell  
Ribbon 3: North Central Regionals  

  

Be sure to include a way for Michelle to contact you in case she has any questions.  Once the buckle and invoice 
have been received, Michelle will contact you to let you know she has your buckle and the balance (if any) due on 
your buckle (allow approximately $15.00 for shipping from CMSA in addition to the price of the buckle).  You must 
pay this amount when you receive the buckle.  Buckles typically take 6 – 8 weeks for delivery.  

If you have any questions, please contact Michelle Johnson at mountedshooter71@outlook.com or 218-398-0018.  


